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ColCollectivelective Behavior:  Behavior:  

Social InsectsSocial Insects
Meghan Curry Meghan Curry 

Complex SystemsComplex Systems

4.16.084.16.08

: 
www.bioteams.com/.../21/swarm_behavior_an

d.html

Herding BehaviorHerding Behavior

Herding behaviorHerding behavior –– emergentemergent behavior of behavior of 

individuals in a group acting without a individuals in a group acting without a 

planned directionplanned direction

examples:  examples:  

�� insect groupsinsect groups

�� mob violencemob violence

�� stock market bubblesstock market bubbles

�� ‘‘sheeplesheeple’’

eliasfeghali.com

HamiltonHamilton’’s Selfish Herd Theory s Selfish Herd Theory 

(1971)(1971)

Animals move toward the Animals move toward the 

groupgroup’’s center to avoid s center to avoid 

predation.  predation.  

�� Mechanism of emerging Mechanism of emerging 

group behavior is a product of group behavior is a product of 

uncoordinated selfish uncoordinated selfish 

interactionsinteractions

�� Does not benefit population or Does not benefit population or 

speciesspecies

www.blacklocust.com/

Why are social insects a special Why are social insects a special 

case?case?

EusocialityEusociality::

�� Reproductive division of laborReproductive division of labor

�� overlapping generationsoverlapping generations

�� cooperative care of youngcooperative care of young

commons.wikimedia.org

Why are social insects a special Why are social insects a special 

case?case?

SuperorganismSuperorganismss: groups of : groups of 

interdependent individual insectsinterdependent individual insects

Distinct fromDistinct from::

�� Single celled animalsSingle celled animals

�� Colonial single celled animalsColonial single celled animals

�� MulticellularMulticellular animalsanimals

Groups of interdependent cellsGroups of interdependent cells

Why are social insects a special Why are social insects a special 

case?case?

Multilevel selectionMultilevel selection

�� Population Population 

�� ColonyColony

�� CasteCaste

�� IndividualIndividual

HaplodiploidyHaplodiploidy –– general method of sex general method of sex 

determination in Hymenoptera determination in Hymenoptera 

�� Males haploid (unfertilized)Males haploid (unfertilized)

�� Females diploidFemales diploid

www.eusociality.com
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WhoWho’’s Where?s Where?

Ernesto Ernesto AltshulerAltshuler

�� Social insect dynamicsSocial insect dynamics

�� Transport in Transport in 

superconductorssuperconductors

�� Granular matterGranular matter

Henri Henri PoincarePoincare" Group " Group 

of Complex Systemsof Complex Systems

�� Department of Physics, Department of Physics, 

Havana CubaHavana Cuba

�� Combine statistical physics Combine statistical physics 

with complex systems with complex systems 

thinkingthinking

Symmetry Breaking in Escaping Symmetry Breaking in Escaping 

AntsAnts

Control = no repellent Control = no repellent 

Experimental = repellent used to create panicExperimental = repellent used to create panic

Symmetry Breaking in Escaping Symmetry Breaking in Escaping 

AntsAnts
Symmetry Breaking in Escaping Symmetry Breaking in Escaping 

AntsAnts

Symmetric escapeSymmetric escape

Induced panicInduced panic

NonsymmetricNonsymmetric escapeescape

???? What’s the mechanism?

Symmetry Breaking in Foraging Symmetry Breaking in Foraging 

BehaviorBehavior

Cooperative Cooperative 

transmission explains transmission explains 

asymmetric asymmetric LasiusLasius

nigerniger foragingforaging

Asymmetric foraging Asymmetric foraging 

in opposition of IFDin opposition of IFD

Discussion QuestionsDiscussion Questions

1.1. Is panic aggregation a form of self organization or a Is panic aggregation a form of self organization or a 
byproduct?  Runaway positive feedback?byproduct?  Runaway positive feedback?

2.2. How could panic herding behavior be advantageous?  How could panic herding behavior be advantageous?  

3.3. AltshulerAltshuler suggests collective panic behavior in ants is suggests collective panic behavior in ants is 
similar to human behavior.  Why do we see similarity similar to human behavior.  Why do we see similarity 
crosscross--taxataxa and cross social structure?and cross social structure?

4.4. What was the significance of the lack of influence of What was the significance of the lack of influence of 
genetic similarity on symmetry breaking?genetic similarity on symmetry breaking?
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